JS6000 Concrete Mixer

Brief Introduction

JS6000 concrete mixer provides super long concrete mixer with advanced technology, reliable operation for the large engineering construction. Also provides high-quality concrete products for the large-scale development of multi-storey concrete building plans.

The mixing tank is very large and the mixing speed is very fast when mixing with high efficiency. Discharging volume of each batch can reach 600L in three minutes to load mixing for 1m³ transport truck.

Main Features

- High efficient power drive
  JS6000 concrete mixer adopts imported Italy brand Ferrari planetary gear box which has high torque and compact structure. There are four motor drives in two sides. The overall characteristics of the driving system are compact structure, smooth transmission, concise and reliable. The transmission efficiency can be reached 97%-98%. Planetary gear box is in Italian design to meet requirements.

- Multi-mixed sealing
  Multi-mixed sealing by imported components, avoid the cement and dust contacting the shaft and extend the service life of the concrete mixer.

- Shaft and sealing
  Multi-mixed sealing by imported components, avoid the cement and dust contacting the shaft and extend the service life of the concrete mixer.